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AS Level UE Vocabulary 200 

 
Group 1 

1. abandoned 
2. accommodate   
3. accord    
4. acute    
5. adjacent    
6. adverse    
7. aesthetic    
8. affluent    
9. allegations   
10. altered    
11. alternatives   
12. ambivalence   
13. anarchy    
14. antiseptic    
15. antithesis    
16. apathy    
17. appalling    
18. appraise    
19. arbitrary    
20. aspire   
 

Group 2 
21. assault    
22. assets    
23. autograph    
24. autonomous   
25. baffled    
26. barrier    
27. bearing    
28. benevolent   
29. breakthroughs 
30. calamity    
31. cherished 
32. cited     
33. clues  

34. coarse    
35. coercing 
36. coherent    
37. collaborated   
38. collapse 
39. colossal    
40. commensurate   
 

Group 3 
41. compatible  
42. comprises 
43. concealed    
44. concession   
45. condoned    
46. conducive 
47. conform    
48. congenial    
49. connotations 
50. conscientious 
51. contaminated   
52. contribution   
53. controversy   
54. counterpart   
55. craving   
56. culminated   
57. culprit    
58. curtailed    
59. custody    
60. debatable    
 

Group 4 
61. defective    
62. deficiency 
63. depicts    
64. depreciate  
65. deter     

66. deteriorated   
67. detriment    
68. deviating  
69. dire     
70. discarded    
71. disclosed    
72. discontented   
73. discord    
74. discretion   
75. disinterested   
76. disputes    
77. disrupt    
78. distract    
79. diverge   
80. dubious    

Group 5 
81. dwindling   
82. ecology    
83. elaborate    
84. eliminate    
85. enticed    
86. esteem    
87. ethnic 
88. exotic    
89. exploitation   
90. extract    
91. fallacy    
92. fantastic    
93. feasibility    
94. feasible    
95. fictitious   
96. fluctuating   
97. fluctuating   
98. frugal 
99. grievances 
100. hampered 
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Group 6 
101. harass  
102. hazards    
103. hierarchy    
104. humane    
105. illegible    
106. illiterate 
107. imminent    
108. imperative   
109. incompatible   
110. incredible   
111. indifferent   
112. inexhaustible   
113. inflate    
114. influx    
115. infuriated  
116. inhibited    
117. inmates    
118. instill 
119. institution   
120. intelligible   
 

Group 7 
121. intervene   
122. intimidated   
123. irrelevant    
124. jargon 
125. lavish 
126. lucrative  
127. maniac    
128. mingle    
129. modify    
130. morale 
131. morbid    
132. negligible 
133. objective    
134. obscene    

135. obscure    
136. obsessed 
137. officious    
138. orthodox 
139. orthopedic   
140. palatable    
 

Group 8 
141. pamper    
142. panicked    
143. pent-up    
144. perceptive 
145. persisted    
146. philanthropist   
147. plausible    
148. pleaded    
149. plight  
150. postulates   
151. prefabricated   
152. prerequisite   
153. probing    
154. prominent   
155. pronounced   
156. prospect    
157. provoked    
158. punctured   
159. rash   
160. rectified    
 

Group 9 
161. refrain    
162. refuted    
163. rehabilitate 
164. reinforce  
165. reluctant    
166. remuneration   
167. repulsive    

168. resented    
169. restraint    
170. retaliation   
171. rural     
172. ruthless  
173. scrupulous  
174. scrutinized   
175. sinister    
176. sole     
177. solicits    
178. staggered    
179. strenuous  
180. subsidize    
 

Group 10 
181. substantial   
182. substantiate   
183. succinct    
184. synchronize   
185. synopsis 
186. synthesis   
187. synthetic    
188. terminate    
189. transition    
190. turbulent    
191. unbiased    
192. unprecedented   
193. unquenchable   
194. unwary    
195. utilitarian    
196. versatile    
197. versatility   
198. visibility 
199. wary    
200. wavering    
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Dr. Paul Hill -- AS Level Vocabulary Unit 1 
 
Fill in the blanks with the suitable words provided. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1. In the novel, there are _______________ characters as well as real ones. 
 
2. The government will conduct a _______________ study on the construction of a second subway. 
  
3. In these _______________ times, we hear of a new political intrigue or scandal almost every day. 
 
4. It is one of the paradoxes of life  that to some people prosperity _______________ war rather 

than peace. 
 
5. Although the car _______________ in two years, I did not lose anything when I sold it because the 

prices of new cars have soared. 
 
6. A slogan has to be simple, _______________ and easy to remember. 
 
7. We _______________ with them to change their minds. 
 
8. A few of the children were _______________ by the lion's roar, but most of them were not 

frightened. 
 
9. At the point where the roads _______________, a lofty monument flanked by tall cypress trees has 

been erected. 
 
 
10. His _______________ for drugs impelled him to commit that heinous offence. 
 
 

appraise   exploitation  succinct   intervene  depreciate  
 

feasibility  concealed   inhibited   diverge  craving   
 
turbulent   pleaded   intimidated  fictitious  reinforce  
 
colossal   postulates  commensurate  aspire  coercing  
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11. He doesn't _______________ to a higher position: he seems to be quite content with his present 
post. 

 
12. Older people are usually more _______________ than young people. 
 
13. We had an expert _______________ the house before we bought it. 
 
14. The detectives continued their search of the apartment, believing that missing letter was 

_______________ somewhere. 
 
15. Instead of _______________ the children, you must try to coax them into seating their food. 
 
16. The teacher _______________ the lesson with some supplementary exercises that he himself had 

prepared. 
 
17. The benefits derived from this project are not _______________ with the prodigious sums spent 

on it. 
 
18. In developing countries, the _______________ of natural resources is often hampered by the lack 

of technicians. 
 
19. Let the boys settle the dispute by themselves; don't _______________. 
 
20. The game will be played in a _______________ sports arena with a seating capacity of more than 

60,000. 
 
 
 

END OF UNIT ONE 
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Dr. Paul Hill -- AS Level Vocabulary Unit 2 
 
Fill in the blanks with the suitable words provided. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1. He _______________ money from everyone he meets.  
 
2. Her perverse and presumptuous attitude _______________ her mother. 
  
3. After long and arduous research, doctors have discovered that the disease which had mystified 

them was due to a _______________ of Vitamin C. 
 
4. This course, which is designed to help students with _______________ reading habits, should be 

given priority over other course. 
 
5. An _______________ pedestrian is much more likely to be struck by a car than one who looks 

both ways and crosses with the light. 
 
6. When a person loses his temper, he may say or do something _______________ and regret it 

afterwards. 
 
7. The editor refused to publish the article until the writer modified his harsh criticism of the church 

_______________.  
 
8. The teacher told Eric to stop whispering.  When he _______________ she sent him to the dean. 
 
9. If the error had not been _______________ in time, the whole experiment would have come to a 

premature end and caused havoc in the laboratory. 
 
10.  They found themselves in a sorry _______________. 
      

unbiased   hierarchy   contribution  fantastic   infuriated  
 
panicked   unwary   transition   collaborated  plight  
 
persisted   bearing   institution  assault   rash   
 
solicits   rectified   irrelevant   defective   deficiency  
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11. As soon as he came to power, the new ruler launched an _______________ against the abuses and 

the perversions of the law that had proliferated under the old regime. 
 
12. The two scientists _______________ to study the strange phenomenon. 
 
13. Robert Fulton's proposal to build a steamboat was at first regarded as _______________. 
 
14. Don't ask the mother of a contestant to serve as a judge because it may be hard for her to remain 

_______________. 
 
15. If the people had not _______________ and sold their shares, the catastrophe would have been 

averted.   
 
16. In spite of his _______________ to the fight against trachoma, this scientist's defective moral 

sense and his semi-depraved life discredited him. 
 
17. In this age of _______________, social norms are changing at a disconcerting pace. 
 
18. It has some _______________ on the problem. 
 
19. Stick to the topic; don't make _______________ remarks. 
          
20. Some societies have reached such a degree of permissiveness that the _______________ of 

marriage is in danger of breaking up. 
 
 
 

END OF UNIT TWO 
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Dr. Paul Hill -- AS Level Vocabulary Unit 3 
 
Fill in the blanks with the suitable words provided. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1. The deranged behaviour of the narrator in "The Tell-Tale heart" leaves little doubt that he is a 

_______________. 
 
2. There was a noise like the explosion of a firec racker when Henry _______________ his brother's 

balloon with a pin. 
 
3. If you _______________ someone, you trouble them or annoy them, for example by attacking 

them repeatedly or by causing them as many problems as you can. 
 
4. Your excuse is _______________ but invalid. 
 
5. They were quite _______________ to curtail their holiday. 
 
6. The paper was not entirely _______________ in setting out its assumptions. 
 
7. They _______________ him into doing what they wanted, although he knew he shouldn't. 
 
8. Many teenagers have an _______________ thirst for adventure stories; they read one after another. 
 
9. The witness was so perplexed that the judge could not _______________ a single sober answer 

from him. 
 
10. The airline's decision to _______________ its services to Jakarta must be ascribed to strong 

competition from local airlines. 
 
11. The spokesman _______________ the allegation that his country had any aggressive intentions but 

declined to make any further comments. 

counterpart  debatable   punctured  deteriorated  clues  
 
extract   unquenchable  refuted   versatile   harass  
 
deter   maniac   enticed   terminate   scrupulous  
 
plausible   reluctant   disputes   baffled   lavish 
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12. Labor-management _______________ have already dealt a heavy blow to the nation's overall 

export performance. 
 
13. When he attained power, he rewarded his staunchest supporters with _______________ gifts. 
 
14. It is _______________ whether the new battleships will make all the existing ones obsolete. 
 
15. As reception _______________, the wireless operator could hardly decipher the frenzied messages 

from the ship in distress. 
 
16. Leonardo da Vinci was remarkably _______________.  He was a painter, sculptor, architect, 

musician, engineer, and scientist. 
 
17. The heavy rain did not _______________ people from coming to the school play.  Nearly every 

seat was occupied. 
 
18. The detective carried out a meticulous search for _______________ in the room where the man 

was found murdered. 
 
19. The ambiguous wording of the question _______________ all the students. 
 
20. In Roman mythology, Jupiter, the chief god, is the _______________ of Zeus in Greek mythology. 

 
 
 

END OF UNIT THREE 
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Dr. Paul Hill -- AS Level Vocabulary Unit 4 
 
Fill in the blanks with the suitable words provided. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1. Their decision to reject certain students was purely _______________. 
 
2. The president reported _______________ in technology, in diplomatic relations, and in prices. 
 
3. Any sportsman who does not _______________ to the rules of amateurism in sport will jeopardize 

his chances of competing in the Olympic Games. 
 
4. The most conspicuous woman at the party was an ostentatiously  dressed blonde with a 

_______________ foreign accent. 
 
5. He seems to be _______________ with the idea that people hate him. 
 
6. His over-concise writing and his ________________ allusions often baffle his readers. 
 
7. My aim for this weekend is to finish my history and English reports.  I shall be disappointed if I 

cannot achieve this _______________. 
  
8. The painting _______________ the face of an old man ravaged by despair, looking at a scene of 

devastation. 
 
9. Even the sensational news that the well-known judge and two of his colleagues had been bribed 

was received by the people with their usual _______________. 
 
 
10. Our allowance was _______________ on the pretext that we were wasting it on trivial things. 
  
 

elaborate   anarchy   antiseptic   alternatives  illiterate 
 
curtailed   philanthropist  arbitrary   apathy   breakthroughs 
 
pronounced  incredible  conform   objective   negligible 
 
depicts   obscure   inexhaustible  aesthetic   obsessed 
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11. These points appear _______________ and insubstantial in light of the overriding importance of a 
change in electoral process and improved civil rights. 

 
12. When the country succumbed to _______________, evil proliferated and men turned into beasts. 
 
13. Even Mr. Smith, who is noted for his _______________ patience, could not cope with this difficult 

student. 
 
14. The new nation undertook to teach its _______________ citizens to read and write. 
  
15. As an _______________ critic, he is highly fastidious and averse to over-elaborate art. 
 
16. The identity of the _______________ who has put up the money for the hospital has not been 

made public. 
 
17. I find it _______________ that people go to such restaurants, where they are grossly overcharged. 
 
18. He declined to ______________ on why his disco had been shut down, except to say there had 

been a "little problem." 
 
19. The infection would not have developed if an _______________ had been used. 
 
20. Of these two _______________, the first seems to be more feasible. 
 
 
 

END OF UNIT FOUR 
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Dr. Paul Hill -- AS Level Vocabulary Unit 5 
 
Fill in the blanks with the suitable words provided. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1. In developing countries, the exploitation of natural resources is often _______________ the lack 

of technicians. 
 
2. He _______________ his wife and children, and went away with all his money. 
 
3. The last time we were late for the party, I was the _______________.  I wasn't ready when you 

called for me. 
 
4. The girl's marriage to the rich banker has _______________ the status of her family. 
 
5. The price of the dollar has been _______________ for some time. 
 
6. This writer is certainly imaginative, but in a _______________ way. 
 
7. When one dominant group persecutes a minority, the fear of strong _______________ hardly ever 

exists. 
  
8. He received little _______________ for his services. 
 
9. The decision to _______________ local industries with government funds was virtually 

unanimous. 
 
10. The statistics that the researcher quoted, though far from conclusive, temporarily settled the 

_______________ about the causes of delinquency. 
 
11. After their _______________ month's work, they were yearning for a rest. 
 
12. It's _______________ to drink in hot weather if you don't want to be ill. 

altered   controversy  repulsive   morbid   strenuous  
 
retaliation  discontented  imperative  sinister   hampered 
 
fluctuating  calamity   provoked   subsidize   abandoned 
 
remuneration  culprit   adverse   discord   grievances 
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13. His usually inscrutable face suddenly took on a _______________ aspect. 
 
14. The mishap _______________ a hearty laugh. 
 
15. Any new crisis in the Gulf will have a decisively _______________ impact on our economy. 
 
16. She has a _______________ look, as if she never enjoys life. 
 
17. The child shrank from the _______________ sight of the rats looking for food in the debris of their 

house. 
 
18. The administration will try to get a true picture of workers' demands and _______________. 
 
19. The loss of their only child was a dire _______________ to them. 
 
20. A good deal of _______________ has arisen in the university over this question. 
 
 
 

END OF UNIT FIVE 
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Dr. Paul Hill -- AS Level Vocabulary Unit 6 
 
Fill in the blanks with the suitable words provided. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1. We can't afford to allow labour disputes to _______________ the nation's economic viability. 
 
2. The popularity of this country among tourists is usually attributed to its _______________ climate 

and attractive scenery. 
 
3. _______________ poverty made their life intolerable. 
  
4. Suddenly a figure loomed out of the shadows and _______________ towards the door, emitting 

strange noises. 
 
5. The captain reproached his men for _______________ from the course set out for them. 
 
6. Our treasurer has _______________ of our club's financial records. 
 
7. The Assembly should feel a grand sense of mission to _______________ and stabilize the people's 

livelihood as well as to achieve democratization. 
 
8. As the world's most _______________ nation, the United States has spent billions to aid the needy 

peoples of other lands. 
 
9. His speech wasn't at all _______________; at first, I couldn't follow it. 
 
10. Since the football has lost air, we shall need a pump to _______________ it. 
  
11. The student _______________ the teacher's disparaging about him. 
 
12. The army's _______________ has been undermined by the successive defeats inflicted upon it. 

dire    mingle   congenial   disrupt   discretion   
 
refrain   appalling   inflate   coherent   rehabilitate 
 
staggered   ecology   custody   resented   deviating  
 
affluent   eliminate   disinterested  prerequisite  morale 
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13. In the matter of exempting students from certain courses, advisors must use their 

_______________. 
 
14. A mediator is supposed to be both _______________ and dispassionate. 
 
15. The new government has promised to _______________ the bureaucratic system in the country. 
 
16. The members of this religious order are supposed to _______________ from involvement in 

temporal matters. 
 
17. One of the basic principles of _______________ is that nature is in a state of flux. 
 
18. It was pleasant to _______________ with the heterogeneous crowd of natives and tourists in the 

old market and buy some cheap fruit and sweets. 
 
19. A mark of at least 75% in Basic Art is a _______________ for Advanced Art. 
   
20. They live in _______________ squalor, ignorant of even the rudiments of hygiene. 
 
 
 

END OF UNIT SIX 
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Dr. Paul Hill -- AS Level Vocabulary Unit 7 
 
Fill in the blanks with the suitable words provided. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1. Everybody was wondering what made him forsake the friends who  _______________ him so 

much. 
 
2. Local labour problems should be steered and settled without _______________ to the interest of 

either management or labour, thus ensuring the common good of the nation. 
 
3. The discovery of gold in California 1848 caused a large _______________ of settlers from the 

East. 
 
4. He was trying to insinuate that the shopkeeper is a man of _______________ honesty. 
 
5. Room 109 is too small for our club; it can _______________ only 35, and we have 48 members. 
 
6. We finally induced them to _______________ their views. 
 
7. The townspeople used to _______________ their timepieces with the clock outside the village 

bank. 
 
8. The pilot made an instrument landing because of low _______________. 
 
9. Cows, pigs, and chickens are familiar sights to a _______________ youngster, but they are rarely 

seen by an urban child. 
 
10. Einstein was a committed Zionist although he often displayed an _______________ toward 

Judaism. 
 
 

accommodate  versatility  substantial  utilitarian   collapse 
 
substantiate  feasible   modify   restraint   cherished 
 
dubious   acute   influx   rural    comprises 
 
discarded   ambivalence  synchronize  detriment   visibility 
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11. As more and more comprehensive theories come into existence, the older and more limited ones 
are _______________. 

 
12. The number of juvenile delinquents has increased by the  _______________ margin of twenty 

percent in the last two years. 
 
13. They are trying to orient the curriculum to a less _______________, more liberal type of 

education. 
 
14. You cannot make such petty allegation with impunity unless you can _______________ them with 

reliable evidence. 
 
15. Of these two alternatives, the first seems to be the more _______________. 
 
16. The malicious criticism of the philanthropic old man in the newspapers gave him 

_______________ pain and was deplored by his friends. 
 
17. Some students would probably _______________ if they had to run two miles; they don't have the 

stamina. 
  
18. The actor's _______________ is one of his greatest assets. 
 
19. Too much _______________ may create inhibitions in children. 
 
20. The curriculum of this school _______________ eight subjects including civics and literature. 
 
 
 

END OF UNIT SEVEN 
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Dr. Paul Hill -- AS Level Vocabulary Unit 8 
 
Fill in the blanks with the suitable words provided. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1. A selfish disposition is _______________ with a spirit of cooperation. 
 
2. With the spirit of mutual _______________ prevailing, it will surely be not so difficult for both 

labour and  management to accommodate their demands. 
 
3. The new doctor is much more _______________ and efficient than his inept predecessor. 
 
4. The writer's arguments were so exasperatingly tortuous that even the most perceptive students 

were _______________ by them. 
 
5. It seems that labour disputes stem from a _______________ sense of poverty and frustration on 

the part of workers who think they have gained less benefit from the hitherto economic and social 
development. 

  
6. The price of the dollar has been _______________ for some time. 
 
7. It was depressing to see the _______________ fish littered on the shore. 
 
8. She has a mania for _______________ jewelry. 
 
9. There was utter chaos in Parliament when a member _______________ that some rich merchants 

had been exempted from income tax. 
 
10. It cannot be _______________ because such attempt would merely make more difficult a smooth 

solution to the situation. 
 
11. Motor-racing and mountaineering are sports beset with _______________. 

cited    disclosed   fluctuating  hazards   perceptive 
 
prominent  pamper   concession  obscene   connotations 
 
pent-up   sole    condoned   incompatible  lucrative  
 
exotic   contaminated  intelligible  adjacent   conscientious  
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12. He is a _______________ politician in the city. 
 
13. Mr. Lopez is not the _______________ owner of the business; he has two partners. 
 
14. Despite the drastic punishment administered by his father, the boy persisted in incurring debts, 

associating with notorious gamblers, and using _______________ language. 
  
15. Newspapers constantly warn adults against indulging in the "4-2-1 syndrome", in which four 

grandparents and two parents _______________ an only child. 
 
16. By using words with whose _______________ he was not familiar, the writer of the essay 

unwittingly gave the impression of being biased. 
 
17. The work may be arduous, but it's certainly _______________. 
 
18. The psychological jargon he used in the lecture was barely _______________ to the audience. 
 
19. The teacher thought that most of the questions I had _______________ in my paper were not 

really relevant. 
 
20. The island of Cuba is _______________ to Florida. 
 
 
 

END OF UNIT EIGHT 
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Dr. Paul Hill -- AS Level Vocabulary Unit 9 
 
Fill in the blanks with the suitable words provided. 
 

 
assets   synthetic   inmates   autograph  ruthless  
 
barrier   humane   unprecedented  accord   frugal 
 
benevolent  compatible  illegible   autonomous  jargon 
 
prospect   fallacy   palatable   imminent   ethnic  

 
 
1. Our dog and cat get along without friction.  They are _______________. 
 
2. It is one of the duties of a school to inculcate _______________ feelings in its students. 
 
3. _______________ rubber is superior to natural rubber in some respects and inferior in others. 
 
4. The primary aim of the study is to map out _______________ distribution in the country. 
 
5. Some people have strong misgivings about the measures taken to foster greater _______________ 

among the diverse religious groups in the country. 
 
6. He ought to type his reports because his hand writing is _______________. 
 
7. Elaborate precautions were taken against the _______________ floods. 
 
8. The main dish had little flavor, but I made it _______________ by adding condiments. 
 
9. Their was a taint of guile in the way they obtained the money from the _______________ old man. 
 
10. The Alumni Association is not under the control of the school.  It is a completely 

_______________ group. 
 
11. The baseball star wrote his _______________ for an admirer who came up to him with a pencil 

and scoreboard. 
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12. The number of people killed or imprisoned by this _______________ dictator is estimated at over 
10,000. 

  
13. That the world is flat was at one time a popular _______________. 
 
14. For a long time the Sahara Desert constituted a _______________ to the exploration of the heart of 

the African Continent. 
 
15. This actor's versatility is one of his greatest _______________. 
  
16. The regulations permit _______________ to receive visitors on Wednesdays and Sundays. 
 
17. During the Second World War, the fighting nations exploited their material and human resources 

on an _______________ level. 
 
18. To a freshman, graduation is a distant but pleasant _______________. 
 
19. The psychological _______________ he used in the lecture was barely intelligible to the audience. 
 
20. An allowance of $50 a week for lunches and fares isn't much, but you can get by on it if you are 

_______________. 
 
 
 

END OF UNIT NINE 
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Dr. Paul Hill -- AS Level Vocabulary Unit 10 
 
Fill in the blanks with the suitable words provided. 
 

 
orthopedic  wavering   probing   allegations  conducive 
 
wary   distract   prefabricated  officious   instill 
 
culminated  dwindling  coarse   antithesis   synopsis 
 
synthesis   scrutinized  indifferent  esteem   orthodox 

 
 
1. This barbarous custom, which persisted for several years and which _______________ in the 

depth of a whole family, was drastically stamped out by the new ruler. 
 
2. _______________ homes are quickly erected by putting together large sections previously 

constructed at a factory. 
 
3. I cannot vote for a candidate who stands for the _______________ of what I believe. 
 
4. There was no religious liberty in the Massachusetts Bay Colony.  Roger Williams, for example, 

was banished because he did not accept _______________ Puritan beliefs. 
  
5. The operation to correct the deformity was performed by an _______________ specialist. 
 
6. The patient tried to evade the _______________ questions that the psychiatrist asked him. 
 
7. The detective _______________ the door of the safe for fingerprints. 
 
8. General Braddock might not have been defeated if he had been _______________ of an ambush. 
 
9. The guest's _______________ speech and uninhibited behaviour filled the family with disgust. 
 
10. He was presented with a gold watch as a token of _______________ for his contribution to 

contemporary art. 
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11. Jonathan's bicycle, which he built himself, is a _______________ of usable parts from four old 
bicycles. 

 
12. Good eating and sleeping habits are _______________ to good health. 
 
13. Passengers should do nothing to _______________ the driver's attention from the road. 
 
14. A good teacher will try to _______________ an insatiable thirst for knowledge in his students. 
  
15. You cannot make such petty _______________ with impunity unless you can substantiate them 

with reliable evidence. 
 
16. Even the people who initiated the scheme are now _______________ as to whether it will conduce 

to better standards of living. 
 
17. Her _______________ interference proved to be more of a hindrance than a help. 
 
18. You should not have incorporated such minor details of the play in your _______________. 
 
19. Preliminary results of the research into the effect of insecticide on bird life indicate that the number 

of robins is rapidly _______________. 
 
20. She was quite _______________ to her family's manifest disapproval of her going out with that 

man. 
 
 
 

END OF UNIT TEN 
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香港首位英文科 CD-ROM 教育光碟作者 

1. An Instant Approach to Advanced Vocabulary for Senior Forms 
2. An Instant Approach to Vocabulary for HKCEE 
3. F1 English for Hong Kong Secondary School Series 
4. F2 English - Listening & Usage for Hong Kong Secondary School 
5. F3 English - Comprehension & Usage for Hong Kong Secondary School 
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F.6、7 AS Level English Courses 
By Dr. Paul Hill 

 
提供至強 AS Level 英文課程，協助同學衝破學習英語所遇到的障礙，為考取佳績作充份準備。

本課程依最新 AS Level 課程編成多個單元，每單元均有不同主題，再輔以 Hill Sir 精編有關

之練習，使同學建立良好基礎，奪取佳績。 
 
課程內容 
 
Examination Skills: 
 
 Listening:  -  Recording facts 
 (18%)  -  Filling in tables 
    -  Understanding speakers' attitudes 
    -  Handling Question-and-Answer session 
 
 Writing   -  Writing expository essays 
 (18%)  -  Writing proposals 
    -  Presenting arguments in a logical way2 
    -  Using topic sentences & discourse markers 
 
 Reading &  -  Comprehension practice & techniques 
 Language.  -  Cloze passage:  
 Sys (18%)  -  Theme exercise: 
    - Summary cloze: 
    -  Matching: 
    -  Proof-reading: 
 
 Oral   -  Suggesting a framework for a discussion 
 (18%)  -  Taking turns & putting forward argument 
    -  Making a suggestion 
    -  Moving on 
 
 Practical   -  Skimming for general idea 
 Skills (28%) -  Scanning for specific information 
    -  Understanding situation & task requirements 
    -  Marking schemes review + 取分技巧 
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Use of English 
 
Section A: Listening Test    (18%) 
Section B: Writing      (18%) 
Section C: Reading &     (6%) 
  Language Systems   (12%) 
Section D: Oral      (18%) 
Section E: Practical Skills    (28%) 
 

Special features: 
1 Detailed Explanations on the latest Exam format and exam techniques for HKAS-Level Use of 

English 
2 Section A: Listening Test (18%)  
 > First-hand Exam Materials + Final tips 
 > 足夠的堂上操練   
 > 獨家資料 

3 Section B: Writing (18%) (1-1/4 hrs) 
 >  Past Exam Questions with Model Essays 
 > Writing Skills & Techniques 
 > 此部份的作文題目全部配合 AS-Level UE 的課程，並提供解題及切題的指引。 

通過一連串引領式問題及運用所提示的詞彙和詞藻，同學便能按部就班地寫出 
高質素的作文來。 

4 Section C: Reading & Language System (18%) (1-1/2 hrs) 
 > 加強佔分最重之 Part 1 ( Reading)(6%) 作答技巧訓練  

5 Section D: Oral (18%)  
 > 教授 presentation, note-taking 及小組討論技巧 

  (Oral Discussion Techniques) 
6 Section E: Practical Skills for Work & Study (28%) (1-3/4 hrs) 
7 Vocabulary training 

> This part has been designed to help AS-Level students build up an intensive vocabulary 
based on past examination papers.  

 

 
 

2789 2069 

九龍西洋菜北街 155 號嘉康中心 3 樓全層 (太子地鐵站 A 出口，大廈入口位於運動場道) 
網址：www.headway.edu.hk 
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F.6/7 新生優惠計劃  (凡未報讀過 Paul Hill 課程的同學作新生論) 

 
1. 二人一同報讀，每人首四堂學費只需 $295。 
 
 
2. 首次報讀之同學可額外獲 $100學費減免 (此優惠不可與第 1或第 3項優惠同時使

用)。 
 
 
3. 已報讀其他補習社英文課程之同學，若轉補 Paul Hill 之課程，首四堂學費只需 $295 (須出

示該校學費收據)。 
 
 
 
 

以上優惠名額有限，額滿即止 
 
 
 
 


